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ARTS & CULTURE··· GAZETTE
Joel Plaskett has a family affair at St. Matthew's church
set, Joel shied away from playing
Ashtray Rock, instead plucking songs
from his extensive catalogue, includWith the rest of the Emergency ing some from the seminal Thrush
down in the southern states, Joel Hermit album Clayton Park.
An early highpoint came when
Plaskett took a reprieve from his
Tragically Hip support duties to play Plaskett sat down at the grand piano
a solo acoustic show at St. Matthew's and dedicated a song to his recently
church, as part of the Pop Explosion deceased grandmother.
The family affair continued
last Saturday night.
The sold-out pews, filled with when he invited his father onstage
adoring disciples of the Church of for a few songs, including some
Joel, were encouragingly receptive near-celestial renditions of "Natural
to opener David Myles, but it was Disaster" and "Happen Now."
Despite a few innocent fumbles
the Halifax golden boy who delivand a malfunctioning drum machine,
ered the sermon of the night.
Plaskett tailored his show perfectly.
Jetlagged and slightly dishevIt was refreshing to hear his set
eled, Plaskett appeared to be in
his most candid state. Free from without Truthfully Truthfully staples
the shtick and structure he usually like "Work Out Fine" and "Come
employs during his shows with the On Teacher." Those requisite crowd
Emergency, this set allowed for laid- pleasers, as well as tracks from Ashtray Rock, took new shape during the
back intimacy.
Plaskett's homey charm reso- encore- most notably, "Fashionable
nated throughout the church in his People."
As the show came to a close, the
Haligonian-style musings. He talked
about playing with Thrush Hermit audience gave both Plaskett men a
at the Pop Explosion years ago and standing ovation. Whether it's enof attending mass with his grand- tertaining drunken frosh or a church
full of devotees, Plaskett never fails to
parents at the church.
With the acoustic nature of the put on a solid show.
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Crowd knows art from bullshit
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When writing about an act like
AIDS Wolf, it's hard not to fall into
the easy convention of contextualizing the band with respect to a few
points. Band members Hiroshima
Thunder, Special Deluxe, Barbarian
Destroyer and Him, the Maji, are all
from Montreal, affiliated with Wolf
Parade. Two of their members are
renowned graphic designers.
Unfortunately, it takes more
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'Polite rock' and mild headbanging
NICK KHATT AR
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
If you managed to skip midterms and start the weekend off on
a Wednesday, you might have caught
Laura Peek and the Winning Hearts,
i see rowboats and, from the dark,
sceney underbelly of Montreal rock,
The Besnard Lakes on Oct. 17.
The doors opened at 10 p.m. By
10:03, The Marquee was swimming
with 90 per cent of Halifax's trendy,

indie-art types, eagerly awaiting a
good healthy dose of i see rowboats.
The Halifax quintet sure knows
how to razzle and dazzle a crowd
with their smorgasbord of sound.
It was hard to keep track of how
many instruments they had, but they
definitely knew how to use them. It
sounded like they got their hands on
a can of bluegrass and a little vile of
funk and stirred it into a cauldron of
mutagen.
The fiddle underlined slapping

snare beats and melodic, hypnotizing vocals.
Laura Peek and the Winning Hearts
hopped onto the decrepit stage next
The three-piece from the heart of indie Halifax have a sound so soft and
subtle, if there was a term to describe it,
it would be 'polite rock.' It felt like they
were going to say please and thank you
after every captivating song.
Peek's unique, unrefined, delicate voice held the melancholy lyrics
together.

Then came the main course of
the evening- The Besnard Lakes. The
music started and you couldn't help
but sway like a willow in the wind.
The Besnard Lakes' music is
touchy and grabs ya real tight between
the legs. It reverberates like a dirty rendition of a bad Beach Boys tune. They
dabble in psychedelic sounds, letting
notes bounce up and down in a Dark
Side of the Moon kind of way, making
for music that's good to mildly headbang to on a Wednesday night.

than a few exciting bits of credibility
to be a good band. The acts preceding the over-hyped Montreal band
on Oct. 16 proved it by showing up
their headliner.
Openers Vennt were spooky.
Haunting instrumentals plodded
alongside Sandy Saunders' warped
yelps, creating an utterly terrifying atmosphere. Their brooding orchestrations were executed with precision,
and the members' ability to restrain
themselves onstage only added to the
bleak effect of their music.
Vennt's Divorce Records labelmates Be Bad quickly erased the
mood of Vennt's depressing drone,
infusing a thrash of psychedelic
punk into The Seahorse. The spastic
upstarts charged through their set
with energy to spare, adhering to a
strict formula of blitzkrieg guitars
and tweaky vocals.
While Vennt and Be Bad might
not be the shiniest examples of versatility, the next act, Old Time Relijun,
demonstrated honed musical ability.
Their brand of dark, bluesy, experimental rockabilly weaves AIrington de Dionyso's possessed
vocals with Aaron Hartman's dry
humping of the upright bass and
Ben Hartman's double saxophones.
A special mention must be
made of de Dionyso, who underwent a very Dr. Jekyll/ Mr. Hyde-like
transformation from a pre-show tea
drinker at the merch table to a bike
shorts-clad mad minstrel on stage.
Hailing from Portland, Oregon
and signed to K records, Old Time
Relijun is a flagship of old indie,
and served as an interesting juxtaposition to the Montreal scenesters
about to take the stage.
AIDS Wolf delivered a forgettable,
repetitive, short cavalcade of tumbling, unfulfilled build-ups and underwhelming, mildly bizarre wails.
Singer Special Deluxe stood out
from her beige uniformed band
mates in a pretentious black leotard. She milled through the crowd
and climbed on a few tables in a
desperate attempt to compensate
for her band's inability to engage
the audience.
There's a fine line between art
and bullshit. The good news? Judging by the fact that The Seahorse
was half empty after Old Time
Relijun finished, people are able to
make the distinction.
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